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INTRODUCTION

In -%he event of nuclear attack, fallout-contaminated lawns could
present a aifficult radiological problem. The surface 'exture and con-
figuration of lawns render them natural traps for fallout parti.culate.
Considerable portions of populated areas are comprised of lawns, whether
these be residential, business, or industrial districts. Hence lawns
represent a serious potential hazard to a significant portion of the
population in these areas.

The procedures previously developed for the reclamation of extensive
unpaved land areas are not necessarily applicable to lawns for two
reasons. (1) Many lawns are made inaccessible to heavy motorized eqctip-
ment by such obstructions as buildings, trees and curbed walks; (2) Most
earth-moving equipment removes more soil than is necessary, thereby
creating large disposal problems.

Sod cutting and removal methods offer a means for conveniently re-
claiming lawn areas. Although sod cutters have never been used in radio-
logical reclamation, their capability for removing sod has been estab-
lished in the landscaping industry. For these reasons a conmmercially
available sod cutter was tested on lawns contaminated with simulated

fallout, using optimum machine adjustments and manual removal procedures.

FURIVSE AND OBLTECTIVS

The general purpose of the experiment was to determine the effective-
ness and ei'fort reqaired to reclaim lawns contaminated by radioactive
fallout, through the use of a sod-cutting machine in an optimiz.ed sod
removal procedure. Specific objectives were:

1. To reduce the sod removal effort required, by (r) minimizing
the mass layer of soil that must be removed and (b) developing an opti-
mum procedural combination of motorized sod cutting and manual removal.

2. To measure the eifect of fallout particle sizes and mess load-
ings on reclaation effectiveness.
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SCOPE

The sod cutter experinent was divided into two parts. A preliminary
part consist, i -:f 13 tests using non-radioactive fallout simulant, which
met the first oujective by establishing machine and operational para-
meters, surface conditions and removal techniques. The principal part
consisted of 12 tests using radio-traced fallout simulant, which met the
second objective by using the parameters previously established to observe
the effect of fallout properties on removal effectiveness.

In the principC. tests, evaluation of reclamation effectiveness was
limited to one optimum set of machine parameters (a forward speed of 1
mph and a cutting depth of 1-1/2 in.) and one operational procedure. Two
types of lawn area were provided: (1) unconfined areas acceesible to
heavy equipment, and (2) confined areas inaccessible to heavy equipment
because of obstructions such as buildings, trees, and raised sidewalks.
Twelve contaminating conditions were selected, using four particle size
ranges of 44-8 p., 88-177 p, 177-350 P., and 350-700 p each at three
initial mass loadings of 25 g/ft 2 , 50 g/rt 2 , and 100 g/ft 2 .

FflDINGS AND HIGHIMUMTS

Sod cutting and removal effectiveness are governed by two classes
of factors, environmental and operational. Environmental factors include:
surface conditions of moisture content and of presence and frequency of
rocks, large roots, and other objects near the surface; area accessibi-
lity (confined or unconfined); and fallout properties of initial mass
loading and particle size. Operational facto-q include: forward speed,
depth and width of cut, size and weight of rolled up sod strips, distance
to the disposal site, and capacity of the carrier used for disposal of
the waste material.

The highest degree of removal effectiveness achieved (0.2 g/ft 2 re-
sidual mass) wis on unconfined areas, under surface conditions of mediLm
moisture com .-.nt (72-96 hr after normal watering), at lcw initial mass
loadings (25 g/ft2). The poorest effectiveness obtained (1.7 g/ft 2 resi-
dual mass) was in confined areas, under overly moist surface conditions
(24-8 hr after heavy rains).

In general the test results show the mass remaining can be reduced
to 1 to 2.5 % of the initial mass loading for an investment of 50 to 80
(ma n)/(i 3 ft2) on the unconfined area and 80 to 125 (man-.in)/(10
ft 2 ) in the confLied areas.
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CONCLUSIONS

The combined operational performance of sod cutting and removal
was found to be an effective procedure for lawn reclamation under the
conditions studied.

Effective removal can best be accomplished by Dianually rolling
the sod into conveniently sized rolls and loading it into carriers for
disposal.

Reclamation effectiveness is governed by initial mass loading,
effort expended, and condition of the lawn area. For instance:

1. For a given investment of effort, residual mass is a direct
function of initial mass loading. That is, residual mass tends to be
smaller when initial mass loading is small.

2. Lawn conditions adversely affecting sod cutter performance, in
order of decreasing importance, include: (a) confinement of areas due to
size, shape and obstructions; (b) excessive moisture in the sod layer;
(c) concentration of rocks and/or woody roots near the surface; and (d)
- .r grass root system and voids in turf.

Compared to the above factors, the effects of particle size were
so slight as to be considered insignificant.

Using effort as a criterion, accessible lawn areas were reclaimed
more efficiently than confined areas.

Of the three phases comprising the lawn reclsmaticn procedure, re-
moval is the controlling phase when considered in terms of effort re-
quired.

Comparisons with previous lawn reclamation tests show the sod cut-
ting method to require less effort than shoveling but more effort than
tractor scraping.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recoemended that

1. Sod cutters be vsed in confined areas where other heavy motorized
equipment cannot operate efficiently.

2. The feasibility be investigated of some design changes such as
(a) including a reverse gvar in the transission; (b) providing snm
means of moving a cut strip of sod a few inches to one side. The latter
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would enable the operator to continue the cutting phase of the operation
without first removing each cut strip.

3. One of the larger width (18 in. or 24 in.) cutters be evaluated
for achieving more econcmical operational rates.

4. These studies be extended to include tests on unattended (dry
and urnowed) lawns, such as would be encountered in a dry climate upon
emergence from shelter two or three weeks after a nuclear attack.

L.!
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ABSTRACT

A sod-cutting machine was evaluated for its usefuilne~ss in the radio-
logical reclamation of iinall lawn areas - some of which were confined by
sidewalks) trees and buildings. Fallout conditions were simulated by
contaminating lawn test areas with radio-traced sand. Nominal particle
size .:enges of 4i4-88 p., 88-177 P., 177-350 p. and 350-700 p. were used.
This fallout simulant was dispersed at nominal coacentrations of 25., 50
and .100 a/ft2, respectiveizr.

Reclamation effectiveness of sod cutting was dependent upon machine
fact~ors (blade depth), soil. characteristics (moisture content) and fall-
out simulant properties (mnass loading). The least effective sod removal
results were obtained in confined lawns with high moist-are content and
heavy rock concentrations. The best sod cutting and removal effectiveness
results were obtainled on more accessible lawns having less moisture con-
tent Prnd only a light concentra~tion :)f rocks. Simulant particle size
was found to have little, if any, effect upon reclamiation performance
either with respect to effort requ.ired or removal effectiveness achieved.
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Problem

Lawns contamin,-v•ed by fallout from nuclear attack present a diffi-
cult reclamation proolem. Not only are lawns et'ficient fallout traps,
but they are often inaccessible to heavy equipment suitable for recla-
mation of open areas. A sod-cutting machine, therefore, was investigated
as a means for developing an efficient procedure for effective removal
of lawn sod together with the radioactive fallout.

Fýindings

Using radionuclide-traced sand to simulate dry fallout from nuclear
weapons detonated on a land surface, effectiveness and effort data were
obtained for one optimum combination of sod-cutting machine parameters,
operational parameters, and one manual removal method. This optimum
combination was tested under sever-1 environmental conditions including
mass levels of 25, 50 and 1CO g/ft-, and particle size ranges of 44-86 p,
88-177 P, 177-350 4 end 350-700 p. Lawn test areas were kept as nearly
the gsme as possible with respect to turf condition such as moisture
content and height of grass.

The combined operational perfoimance of sod cutting and removal was
fouad to be an effective procedure for lawn recIePmation under the ccn-
ditions studied.

Effective removal of the zut sod can best be accomplisntxd by manu-
ally rolling the sod into conveniently !3ized rolls and loadi_-: it into
carriers for disposal.

Reclnmation effecttvencs,. (residual mass) is a direct finction of
effort expended and an invers;e Cunction of the initial mass loading.
Fullout particl size has little elfect, if any.

lzwn conditiur.s adverse!8' nfz'ec-ting s7d cutter performance are, in
or-er of decreasinz ixrmcrtancc; (a) :,nrincment cX n'rea due to size,
shalle arid obstructicun; (b) excessive ncisturc In tOe ood layer; (C)
concentration uf rccks and/or .cxx.y rocts near the surface; and (d) poor
grazs root s:stcm and voidr, in turf.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Recovery from a land surface nuclear weapon attack reqtires a criti-
cal appraisal of the fallout event, through which is determ=Lned the
application and sequencing of radiological countermeasures to be used
during the recovery period. Reclamation is one of the major counter-
measures to be used during the operational recovery phase. The counter-
measure procedure to be used on a particular target component depends
upon, besides the fallout characteristics, the nature of the surface in
relation to the materials and equipment available.

Among the various types of components within a fallout target, lawns
present an especially difficult radiological problev. The surface tex-
ture and configuration of lawns render them natural traps for fallout
particles. lawns comprise considerable portions of populated areas,
whether they be residential, business or industrial districts. Hence
lawns represent a serious potential radiation hazard, and therefore,
should rank high on the recovery schedule if nearby locations are to be
made safe for inhabitants.

Lawns, like ot.ier unpaved, ground surfaces, requi-re surface-destruc-
tive reclamation methods. That is, a thin top layer of eartha is removed
along with the unwanted fallout and is safely disposed of. Procedures
developed at Stoneman II1 for extensive unpaved open areas are not prac-
tical for lawn areas for several reasons: (a) The heavy earth-moving
equipment used in some of these procedures removes more base soil than
is necessary for reclatation of lawns, thereby increasing the disposal
problem. (b) The agricultural equipment used in other methods does not
provide the reclarmation effectiveness required. (c) Most lawns are. in-
accessible to either type of large-scale ,otorized equipment. (d) Purely
manual methods rý quaJre much manpower and operational time, and expose
crews to excessive radiation.

Sod -,utters offer a promising means of I&.T, reclamation. Their
capability as sod-cutting tools has been established in the landscaping
industry. Sod cutters are comionly used in resoddins playgrounds, golf
courses, and cemeteries. Howevir, since no reclamation history exists
for these machines, a c<uercially available sod cutter was tested to

1
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It

determine its general reclamation effectiveness and observe its utility
in confined areas.

Previous investigations of the reclamation of unpa&¢ed land used
both heavy earth-moving equipment and manual methods. Operetion Stoneman
II 19581 included the reclamation of extensive grassy areas by the use of
motorized graders, scrapers, and bul ldozers. In Target Complex Tests 1,2

11,2 and Ill3 lawn areas were reclaimed with hand shovels and wheel bar-
rows, agricultural scrapers, road graders, and end-loaders.

This equipment was used individually or in combination in the follow-
ing ways: (a) Burying the fallout by turning under a thick layer of soil
or covering it with a clean layer of soil. (b) Removing the fallout
(along with whatever soil was picked up with it) and transporting it to
a safe disposal area. The efficiency of the heavy equipment was seri-
ously reduced in the confined lawn areas, thereby requiring extensive
manual cleanup. Although removal effectiveness did not suffer neces-
sarily, extensive manpower was required.

1.1 T.IRPOSE AMD OBJECTIVE

The general purpose mf the experiment was to determine optimum sod-
cutting performance characteristics aid sod removal procedures for the
effective reclamation of lawn areas contaminated by radioactive fallout.
In support of this, the specific test objectives were:

I. To reduce the effort required, by: (a) minimizing the mass of
sod layers that must be removed, and (b) developing an optimum procedural
combination of motorized sod cutting and manual removal.

2. To measure the effect of fallout particle size and initial mass
loading on reclamation effectiveness.

1. 2 APPROACH

Since sod cutting machines are desi &ned only for non-radiological
purposes, a complete procedure had to be developed integrating cutting,
removal, and disposal. The sod cutter experiment was divided into two
parts. A preliminary part consisted of 13 tests using non-radioactive
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fallout simulant, described in Appendix A. The principle part consisted
of 12 tests using radio-traced fallout simulant. The former met the
first objective by establishing machine and operational paraneters, sur-
face conditions, and removal techniques to be used in the principal part.
The latter met the second objective by measuring the effect of fallout
properties on removal effectiveness under conditions established in the
preliminary tests.

1.2.1 Scope

The evaluation of reclamation effectiveness (the principal tests)
was limited to one optimum set of machine parameti>rs ('iescribed in sec-
tion 2.1.2) and one operational procedure (described in section 2.2.1).
Two types of lawn areas were provided: (a) unconfined areas accessible
to heavy equipment; (b) confined areas inaccessible to heavy equipment
because of obstructions such as buildings, trees, and raised sidewalks.

Twelve contaminating conditions were selected consisting of four
particle size ranges and three nominal initial mass loadings. The fol-
lowing table indicetes the combinations of size range and mass loading
according to test number.

Particle Size Initial Mass Loading (g/ft2 )
(W) 25 50 100

44.-88 7 8 9
177-350 1 2 3
350-700 4 5 6

88-177 10* 11 12
*Entries indicate test numbers.
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CHAPTER 2

PREPARATIONS FMR AND CONDUCT OF TEST

2.1 BASIC PRINCIPLES OF RECIAIbNG MOIST LWN ARMAS

2,1.1 General Description of the Sod Removal Process

Reclamation of moist lawn areas covered with radioactive particu-
late fallout from a land surface weapon detonation involves the removal
of a thin layer of earth and sod along with the unwanted fallout par-
ticles, and the safe disposal of the waste material. It is reas.nable
to expect that lawns may be effectively reclaimed by the use of motorized
sod cutting machines arid manual removal methods. Sod cutters shave thin
uniform layers of moist sod and leave it in place with minimum spreading
about of the fallout particles. Manual removal consists of cutting the
strips into convenient lengths, rolling the strips into small tight rolls
(to retain the fallout), and placing them in carriers for disposal. Be-
cause of all this handling a certain amount of fallout material will be
spilled, leaving a residual radiation source.

2.1.2 Test Parameters

Several factors of two classes influence reclauation effective-
ness, environmental and operational.

Environmental factors describe two sets of conditions, those of
the physical site and the radiological.

Physical Site Factors:

a. Accessibility - open or confined
b. Shape and size of lwn areas
c. Slope and topography (flat cr hilly)
d. lawn condition - length of grass, thickness and homo-

genity of the turf
e. Soil condition - degree of ccopaction, moisture content,

frequency of rocks and large roots.
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Radiological Factors:

a. Mass loading
b. Particle size range, size distribution
c. Leaching and exchmage effects due to weathering.

Operational factors describe two sets of conditions, those in-
herent in the reclamation equipment and in the procedure.

Equipment Factors-,

a. Depth and width of cut
b. Speed and maneuverability of sod cutter
c. Fael consumption
d. Capacity of loading and hauling equipment.

Procedural Factors:

a. Operational sequencing and timing
b. Size and weight of rolled sod
c. Operational rate and effori.

2.2 TEST PROCEDURE

2.2.1 Principal Tests

Each of the principal tests was conducted on lawns of certain
moistness (Appendix A), with radiotraced fallout simulant at initial
mass levels and particle size ranges required by the planned test con-
ditions (Table 1.1). For each test, simulant of a specific particle
size range was dispersed at a specific initial mass level as described
in Section 2.6. Radiation backgrourn measurements were made as described
in Section 2.7.1.

The recvnation phase consisting of cutting, manual removal, and
disposal, was run on a nominal 500 ft 2 test area in the folloving se-
quence:

1. Strips 1 ft wide were cut with the sod cutter, beginning at
the edge (Fig. 2.1) of the test area.

2. The stripo werre cut troknsversely vith a manual edger into
sections 9 ft long for easier rewral1 as the sod cutter proressed.

5
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NRDL 648-64

Fig. 2.1 Sod 'Cutter in Operation. Note unif'ormity in depth
and width of cut.



3. The sections were rolled into small tight rolls (Fig. 2.2) to
retain the fallout and placed in the payloader (Fig. C.3).

4. The psyloader was driven to the disposal area and dumped at
convenient intervals.

5, Residual radiation measurements were made as described in
Section 2.7.

The above procedure was duplicated for each test tc assure uni-
formity in the overall experiment.

2.2.2 Preliminary Tests

The preliminary part of the experlment was conducted using inert
simulated fallout at nominal mass loadings of 25, 50 and 1O0 g/ft 2 , with
44-88 L.. 88-177 p, 177-350 1 and 350-700 p particle sine ranges. No
effectiveness data was taken since only visual observations were made.
Machine adjustments, 6urface conditions of moisture content, and cotimum
operational procedural sequences were determined by these tests and are
described in Appendix A.

As a result of these preliminary tests, a fixed ccmbination of
forward speed and depth of cut was established for the principal tests.
A single forward speed of approximately 1 mph was selected because it
could be maintained through a given test run without discomfort to the
sod cutter operator and without loss of masieuverability. This speed was
within the range specified by tl:e manufacturer.

A depth of cut of 1-1/2 in. was selected. This depth minimized
the amount of bulk (sod r'nd soil) that had to be disposed of, while pro-
viding the necessary thickness for rolling and handling, thus reducing
both removal effort and disposal effort.

2.3 DESCRIPTION OF THE SOD WCTTER

Detailed specifications of the Ryan Jr. sod-cutting machine* are
given in Appendix E. So general features that are com to most
motorized sod cutters are presented here (see FiU. 2.4).

*Ryan Landscaping Equipment Co., 871 Edgerton St., St. Paul 1, Minnesota.
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Pig. 2.2 Manually Rolling Cut Sod. Long sod strips were cut
transversely by man vith long-bandied cut~ter. Pay-
loader vas positioned nearby to facilitate loading.
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F•ig. 2.3 Loading Sod Rolls into PIy.Aoader Bucket for Transport
to Diqposal Area. RalSafe monitor is measuring the
radtation lev-I due to concentration in one place of
fal',lat siNulant on sod.
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'ig. 2.14 Sod Cutter (IRyan Jr.)j, 12-111. Blade. view off under
side shc'ring cuttinAg blade to left of~ wheels.

low



The sod cutter is powered by a 4-hp, 4-cycle gasoline engine. It
has a one-forward-speed transmission with neutral gear. The 12-in. wide
blade may be preset for a depth of cut ranging from 1/4 to 2-1/2 in. de-
pending upon sod conditions. The blade also may be tilted forward or
backward to provide for a more uniform depth of cut. This adjustment
reduces the tendency of the blade to res'urface when cutting through a
heavy concentration of rocks. Engine clutch and throttle controls are
conveniently located between the handle bars.

2.4 DESCRIPTION OF TEST AREA

Two lawn areas were developed and maintained for several months to
achieve lawns common to the United States. One was an easily accessible
area of 5600 ft 2 (approximately 40 x 140 ft) which was divided into 9
small test sections each of 504 ft 2 (14 x 36 ft). Each test section was
laid out with 18 monitoring points (see Fig. 2.5), located to provide
complete coverage by the shielded gamma detector. Radiation measurements
were made with the detector at these designated points to determine recla-
mation effectiveness.

An area typical of residential lawns, of approximately 2000 tt2
(Fig. 2.6), and with buildings, trees, and sidewalks, was used for the
confined lawn tests. This area was divided into 3 test sections by the
paved surfaces in the area. Monitoring points were located on these
areas similar to those described above.

A small portion of these general test sections (approximate2•y 1500
ft 2 ) was used for the preliminary tests described in Appendix A.

2.5 PRODUCTICK OF FALLOIW SDMIANT

2.5.1 Bulk Carrier Material

The bulk carrier material was produced from Del Monte and Wedron
(river bottom) sand. The raw sand was processed with a Novc sieviag
machine. The ncmiin&I particle size ranges were separated by
a sequence of passes of the raw sand through the proper
sized screens. Quality control vak maintained by frequent sm-ling and
sieve analy-is. These procedures are described in Referenr.es 4 and 5.

11
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14 -F

13 F______ ______ T CUTS5 WITH 5010 CU TTMR
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*=M0NiT0RING POINTS

Fig. 2.5 Typical. Test Section 'ý5OM ftt) on Lavn Axea Showing !4cnitoring
Stations and Cuts by Sod Cutter.
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Fig. 2.6 Residential Lovn Test Area, Confined by Buildings,,
Trees, W~alks and Paved Surxfaces. For Tests 10, 11
and 12.



2.5.2 Radioactive Bulk Carrier Material

The Nulk carrier material was tagged with trace amounts of radio-
nuclide La 1 400. The tagging process 5 consisted of spraying a known
amount of solution of radionuclide onto the surface of the bulk carrier
material.

LaI10 was selected to tag the sand for several reasons: (a) The
relatively short half-life (40.2 hr) permits repeated testing within the
same general area, without creating an et'cessive build-up in background
radiation. (b) Adequate facilities are available at Camp Parks 2,3 for
preparation of this simulant.

A remodeled siimlant hopper and 2oncrete shield (Fig. 2.7) was
used in several stages of the handling of the radioactive sinmlant. (a)
It provided a means of metering out the desired amount of simulant
needed for a particular experiment. (b) It provided a storage place for
the simulant until needed for subsequent tests. (c) The shield protec-
ted test personnel when they were transporting Elmulant to test areas
and filling sp-readers.

2.6 DISPE3SA OF FALLOWT SIMUIANT

A hand-operated lawn spreader* was used to disperse the
fallout simulant. Uniform dispersal was achieved by extensive caliora-
tion of the spreader feeder cortrols fr7r different particle sizes. Cif-
ferent nominal particle size ran&2ý reqaire different rates of deposition
to achieve a given initial mass loadi •. The average init'al mass load-
ing in grans per square foot was determined by weighing the loaded
spreader both before and after dispersal and d ividizg the
difference by the area covered Close control of mass levels as well as
uniform dispersal was conreniently accJheved by this method. Residual
mass loadings were determined fra ,. measLU->"ents described in
the fol3iwwng section.

%. 7 NEURAIE.IET TJ•}CINQUE

1.7.1 Radi ation Mcnsurenentn.

Radiati<: measurements were usc- to determine the effectiveness of
the rŽ Thruatit:l rr•,eure in t.-n:; ,,f initial and residua] mass ]odiV ..

•,an',~focturoi b .O. • '. •ot.t .... ! on., , Mo,;-1 i ile, Ohifo (see Fig. 2.7).

14
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Fig. 2.7 Simulant Hopper with Concrete Shield. View of
hopper is partially blocked by shield. Metering
nozzle is oriented so that operator discharges
simulant while shielded from bulk of contaminant.

_____,_



Radiation levels on test areas, before and after reclamation, were meas-
ured with a mobile shielded gamma scintillation detector 6 (Fig. 2.8).
The principle detection element of this instrument was a 1-in.-diameter,
l-in.-thick, NaI(TI) scintillation crystal coupled to a photomultiplier
tube. These were so positioned within a 4-in.-thick lead shield that
the center of the detector was 1 meter above the ground. A collimated
1-in.-disme-ter aperature subtending a 140 cone of view permitted entrance
of radiation into the sensitive volume. The power supply, associated
electronics, and print-out system, as well as the shielded detector, were
trailer-mounted.

To assure consistent and reliable radiation measurements, a three-
step routine was followed for all surveys:

1. A Co60 radiation standard was counted to determine instrument
response.

2. Two l-min. counts were made and recorded at each of 18 pre-
determined survey stations.

3. The Co6 standard was again counted to check and correct for
any instrument drift during the survey.

This procedure was appl-.d to background surveys prior to disper-
sal., initial surveys ifmediately after dispersal, and residual surveys
after reclamation. At the beginning of each day a 15 to 30-ndn. instru-
ment warm-up period was required before the first survey was made.

The measurements obtained at each monitoring location on the test
areu are presented in Appendix C. The data have been corrected to a com-
mon time to account for radioactive decay and corrected for background.
The method used to convert the radiation measurements to mass units is
presented in Appendix D.

2.7.2 Physical and Radiolo2gical Property Measurements
of the Simialant

PIysical and radiological property measurements were made to de-
termine and control the fallout environment being simulated. Particle
size measurements were made using a Rotap machine* and standard Tyler
sieves. Six to nine sieves and a pan were stacked in descending standard
mesh sizes to analyze the particle size raages of the material. A 100-
gram sample of materiaJ was placed on the top sieve and agitated for 10
mrin, the particles sifting through the sieves. Each fraction retained
on a sieve was weighed to determine the size distribution within that
ncvuinal size range.

*W. S. Tyler. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

16
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Fig. 2.8 Mobile Shielded Ganmna Radiation Detector
Measuring Radiation Level on Test Area.
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A 4s ionization cbmber (see Fi. 2.10, Ref. 4) vws used to
determine the specific activity (w'/g) of the individual sized sinulanf;
fractions and to follow the decq of somples from each sim.=Lant bat;ch.

The results of the sieving and radio-analysis arn g4ven in
Appendix B. In Mditionp the relationship between specific activity
and partles size is evaluated.

2.7.3 Time and Notion Studies

Detailed tim measuimnts were recorded from each phame of the
sod removal experiment. 7hese phases included sod cutting, sod reoval,
and hminJ of soil. Support time and lost time vere also noted. This
infomation vas obtained to determine the tim and effort required to
coplete each test and vas used to construct a dose rate history curve
(section 3.5.1).

18
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CHAPM~a 3

POSULTS AMD DISCUSSION

3.1 ONATI OF REBUIMS

The results of the sod removal tests are presented in Table 3.1.
The values were red-aced from the raw data given in Appendix B. The
average initial and residual mass levels, IO and M, in g/ft2 , were com-
puted by the method discussed in Appendix D. The averaged residual
fraction F, expressed as the percent mass (or count) remaining is

3 = --0 l00 (W Y1)

The initial count rate, I, and the residual count rate, R, from which F
was obtained, are given in Appendix B.

The 95 % confidence limits (CL) shown in Table 3.1 were obtained by
the formIla:*

CL - + +t s

CL - ii+ t (sjliJ)
where M - average residual mass

t is from the student t distribution
s- a standard deviation of the mean M
am W standard deviation of individual M values
N is the number of M values observed - in most cases 18

Effort E, in the last column of Table 3.1, is a measare of the work
required per unit area as determined from the number of men or machines
involved. In this report effort is expressed as man-min/10 3 ft 2 .

*W. G. Dixon, F. G. Massey Jr., Introduction to Statistical Analysis,
lat edition. New York, McGraw-Hill, pp. 108, 1951.
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1.2 RECIAATION PERFORMANCE

A nimber of factors that could affect the performance of lawn recla-
mation by sod cutting techniques were listed in Section 2.1.2. Certain
of the more critical factors were observed during the tests, and they
are discussed in the following mections.

3.2.1 Removal Effectiveness

One measure of performance is lawn removal effectiveness. Table
3.1 indicates this quantity in two ways. The absolute effectiveess is
represented by the residual mass M. The relative effectiveness is given
by the residual fraction F as calculated from Eq. 1. These residual
fractions are confined to a very small interval ranging from 0.8 to 2.7
percent. For this reason there is no apparent correlation between rela-
tive effectiveness F and such tabulated quantities as mass loading Mo
or effort E. However, M values for absolute effectiveness show now
very definite trends.

3.2.2 Mass Loading Effects

A cursory checik of the mass entries in Table 3.1 for each particle
size range reveals that residual mass M -vries directly as mass loaling
Mo. The trend depicted in the 14 versus Mo plot in Fig. 3.1 further sub-
stantiates this relationship, That is, the tendency of the data points
to describe a gradual path from lower left to upper right demonstrates
that absolute effectiveness becomes poorer tM gets larger) with increased
initial mass loading.

Note that the solid data points of Fig. 3.1 identify those tests
for which an unusually large amocint of effort was required. Effort
effects are discussed in Section 3.3.

3.2.3 Particle Size Effects

Figure 3.2 shoas the variation of residual mass with particle
size for the three nominal mass loadings tested. The ascendingescend-
ing form of the curves appear to be attributable to particle size changes.
Hoever,, the lack of an consistent ordering of the data points in F1g.
3.1 according to particle size does not confirm such a conclusion. The
humped trend occurring in the curves of FiU. 3.2 at a particle else raig
of 177-350 m was more probably dxm to a combination of operator inexperi-
ence and poor turf conditions. The three tents run at this size reang

21
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vere the first in the series. As a result, the sod cmtting and removal
operation bad not reached peak efficiency. Also the presence of thin
spots in the turf and large rocks in the soil Increased the frequency of
spills.*

The maximm data point of the 88-177 p particle use rrmge vas
ignored in constructing the upper shaded band, because its confidence
interval is approximately 6D % of the value itself. However, several
factors could have contributed to the higher residual mass value for
this test. These include area confinement, exaessiev aoisture, and
obstructions demanding more cuts and rolls per q~aare foot, hence more
contaminant spills.

Note that the shaded areas denote distinctly separated trends
which can be identified accc.rding to mass loadings. The manner in which
they are ranked in the ordinate direction again shoos that residual mass
increases vith mass loading.

3.3 TDU MD A OM ON STMD

3.3.1 Reclamation Effort

Table 3.2 ahovw thl reclarption effort required for each test ex-
pressed in mn-Min/lO0 ft . The body of the table shows % breakdown of
the effort expended and the number of men involved for each phase of the
test operation. The last column gives hauling effort in term of unit
distance to the disposal site.

The tabulated entries have been grouped to shov swy effects due
to either particle size range cT to differences in area accessibility.
As would be expected, ccmprisons of the average values calculated for
each of the three size ranges involved in the open area tests shov no
significant chaW in effort with particle size. Obviously .o such ob-
servatior.' can be drawn from the results on confined areas, since only
the 177-350 p size range was used, but no change would be expected.

comparison of the average effort values given in Table 3.2 for
the t), phases of the sod removal experiments shows that open areas are
more basily reclaimed than confined areas. The unit effort expended for
confined areas shoes a 13 % increase for cutting, 113 5 increase for re-

oval and a !4 % increane for bauling. The cmbined effort expended for

*Laekage of simulant, during handling, from the ends ot the rolls and
through holes in the sod laVer.
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TABKE 3.2

Breakdain of Produ,:tive Effort

Test Area No. Man-Power and Effort
(&t) cu-tting Combined Hauling

No. of Effort No. of Effort No. of T- - No f Effort

Men 1  mif) Men (mn.m4i. Men .e =,en a

Owen Area Tinsts
177-35-0 g4 Particle Size Pange

1 504 2. 14.5 2 &.80, 2 79.3 1 126.8
2 504 1 1.9 2 38.4 2 50.3 i 127.9
3 504 1 12.9 2 40.6 2 53.5 1 148.2

Avg.W54 1 13.1 2 39.5 2 6,..o 1 134.5

350-TO0 gi Particle Size Raxuge

4 50 1 3.0 2 4?.5 2 54.5 1 145.9
5 564 1 12.9 4 18.1 2 61.o 1 143.6
6 504 1 13.8 2 5c.1 2 63.9 1 134.3

Avg.504 1 12.9 2 46.9 2 59.8 1 141.3

44-88 ju Particle Size Ra:e

7 504 1 12.7 2 38.4 2 51.1 1 125.3
8 504 1 14.3 2 4i.5 2 55.6 1 125.4
9 504 1 12.5 2 47.5 2 60.0 1 110.0

Avg•.504 1 13.2 2 42.5 2 55.6 1 120.4

Grand
A..504 1 13.1 2 43.4 2 58.8 1 132.0

Confined Area Teats

88-177 pA Nmricle"=s afi

10 630 1 13.3 3 68.o 3 81.3 1 157.6
11 608 1 11.3 3 103.9 3 115.2 1 1A7.9
12 %02 1 19.3 3 105.1 3 124.4 1 149.9

Avg.A47 1 14.8 3 92.6 3 107.0 1 151.2

5Because this value vaa not considered a repreentative tiot result, it vaa wot used in eputing the awvree
vslues.
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confined areas was 82 % greater than for open areas. These increases
are due to obstructions in and around the confined areas and adverse
sod moisture conditions.

A comparison of the ranges of effort values noted for the sod cut-
ting tests with those observed for shoveling and tractor scraping of
lwns during Target Complex 2 , 3 experiments follows:

Method Effort
(man-min/10 3 -t 2 )

Tractor Scraping 35-75
Sod Cutting 56-107
ShoveliLg 130 -36o

The results show that (a) on the basis of effort, tractor scraping is
superior to sod cutting and that (b) sod cutting is superior to shovel-
ing. However, it is doubteful that either tractor scraping or shovel-
ing* is as effective as sod cutting due to their lack of spillage control.

3.3.2 Average Time Fractions

In order to examine the influence of time invested (irrespective
of test area size), time fractions were employed. These time fractions
are &imp!y the ratio of the time increment required for a given test

ha•A e to the total elapsed time. Using the raw data from Table C.2,
pendix C) average time fractions were computed for the various test

phases and are presented in Table 3.3.

When viewed in this way the differences between open and confined
lawn areas appear to decrease. For instance, the time fractions for the
cutting phase are the same (0.18) for open and confined areas. The time
fractions for removal differed only by 19 %, as indicated at the bottom
of the table. The 37 % difference shown for hauling was due partly
to a decxease in the distance to the disposal pit. The 9 % decrease
in the total productive time fraction and the 57 % increase in the
non-productive time fraction are a measure of the overall and the
specific effects, respectively, of operational efficiency.

;A 12 % residual for hand shoveling of lawn planted in sandy loam was
reported by Maloney and Meredith of NDL (see Ref. 7). Residual mass
was estimated to be 5.7 g/ft2.
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TABLE 3.3

Average Time Fractions

Particle Cutting Removal Hauling Total Non- Elapsed
Size Productive Productive

Unconfined Areas

177-350 0.19 0.35 0.35 0.89 0.1 1.0
350-700 0.17 0.31 0.36 0.84 o.16 1.0
44- 88 0.19 0.31 0.35 0.85 0.15 1.0

Average 0.18 0.32 0.35 o.86 0.14 1.0

Confined Areas

88-177 O.18 038 0.22 0.78 0.22 1.0

% Differ- 0 +19 -37 -9 +57
ence

3.4 RECOVERY OW EXPOSURE

Planning reclamation operations depends upon some means for estimat-
ing exposure to recovery crews. From reference 3 the ez#easiQn* giVen
for exposure

"2'"- R2 (3)

where Dý = actual expehlare dring rerovery
D2 - potertial ex"sure fr a fto wis•turb4 radiatiom field
RN2 = xposw, reduttia ltactms4esidas m=ber).

*The sub-scripts are a carry-over from previous work where the 2 distin-
guishes the recovery phase fram the shelter and mission phases.
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Potential exposure D2 is obtainable from known decay information.
Given a proper RN2 value, the actual exposure D' may be compIted. Results
from the three land target complex experiments have shown that each
method-surface combination is characterized by a particular RN2 value.

To derive the RN2 values for sod removal it is necessary to first
consider Eq. 3 in the form

RN2  D./D2  (4)

This ratio can be derived from the exposure rate history of a sod removaj
experiment. The actual exposure D2 will eqaal the area under the expo-
sure rate curve. It is determined by graphfral integration so that

D2'= Z (Iptf ) (5)

where the product I~t. represents an incremental exposure strip under
the exposure rate hfstdry curve (see Fig. 3-3).

The potential exposure D2 is simply the product of the aver-ae ini-
tial exposure rate 10* and the recovery interval t. (For these experi-
ments, which lasted approximately 45 min and employed La14G (half-life
40.2 hr), no decay correction was assumed to be required.) Therefore,
the working equation for obtaining RN2 experimentally is

RN = ~(ft)(6)2= I t
0

3.4.1 Exposure Rate History

An exposure-rate history curve was obtained from Test 12 of the
sod removal experiment. This test was selected as e typical e:'mple of
the reclamation effectiveness that can be achieved under similar test
conditions.

A portable AN/PDR 27 F (Ser. #4974) survey meter vaa uAed to mon.l-
tor the changing gamma exposure rate I * alongside the removal crew at
3 feet above the lawn surface. Measuriments were taken at 1-min inter-
vals during the 0.75-hr recovery period. The exposure rate history of
Fig. 3.3 was plotted from this data. Graphically integrating the expo-
sure rate hiatory cu-ve of Fig. 3.3 and substituting these values into
Eq. 6;

*IC is obtained from a radiac survey at a height of 3 It over the con-
tamiiated area, whereas Ij is measured Lt the receding edge of the
shrinking ares.
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RN1189-5 mr/hr (iJo hi')2 67.5 mr/hr (3/4 hr')

R9 19.83or 39
5-ya w 039

Thus for sod removgl Fwituations similar to the conditions of Test
12, the actual exposure D (19. 83 mr) viin be about 4o % of the potential
exposure D)2 (50.6 mr). Týe difference between these two values Is due
directly to the recovery effort.

A ecuparison of the exposure to sod cutter crews with those to
the shoveling and tractor scraping crews (¶I-get Complex 2 ' 3 results)
shows FM2 values as follows: sod cutting 0.39, shoveling 0.61-0.82, and
tractor scraping 0.35-0.9. These values indicate that sod cutting may
be the superior method, where exposure to recovery crews is controlling.

3.I4.2 Unit Man-Rxpsure

Comparing the above ranking with earlier results it will be noted
that sod cutting ranks higher according to the criterion of exposure
reduction for recovery crews than to that of effort. It is of interest
to see what effect the combination of both criteria would have on the
ranking of sod cutting. For convenience let effort E be defined in terms
of man-hr/103 ft 2 (rather than man-min/103 ft 2 ). Also, let Y represent
an average exposure rate (in r/hr) for a specific recovery pe•-iod. The
product of these two quantities is an expression of the unit man-expo-
suie, thus

Erman-hr D man-r

h03 t2 hr m 03tf2

The effort term, of course, is available from the test data. The
means for estimating i, however, are not readily apparent. Referring
back to Eq. 5, the actual recovery exposure can be said to be equal to
the product of an average exposure rate and the recovery interval t. or

'-i:t (8)
D2

The potential exposure was shown earlier (in Section 3.5) to be clomely
approximated by the product of the starting exposure rate 10 and the re-
covery interval 0, thus

D2 aIot (9)
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From Eq. 4, RN2• D;/D2. Substituting Eqp. 8 and 9 into this
expression and rearranging terms, the average exposure rate becomes

S- IoHN2  (10)

Combining this result with Eq. 7 gives

DaE. 2 "Io M

as the eqAation for computing unit man exposure.

When comparing the combined effects of effort E and exposure re-
duction factors RN2 expected for various reclumation methodsit is con-
venient to transpose Eq. U1 so that it reads

Dm
Io =RN2E(12)

Usin% this form, in effect, normalizes the results to a unit starting
exposure rate. Thus, the product RN2 E becooes a unit man-exposure index
suitable for Judging the relative vorth of various reclamation methods,
when exposure of recovery crews is controlling.

Effort and IN2 values from the sod cutting tests and from Target
Complex Experiments I and II have been used to construct Table 3.4. The
last column contains the results of Eq. 12. From this it is seen that
sod cutting ranks between scraping and shoveling, Therefore, the greater
exposure reduction capability (smaller RN2 factor) of sod cutting was not
enough to change the order of ranking originally establi3hed on the basis
of effort expended.

Judging or ranking methods according to the combined criteria of
E and RN2 is more realistic than using either separately, since it takes
into accc'unt the interactiou of two very important operational parmeters.
In addition the unit man-exposure index provides a means for making rough
preziminary calculations of anticipated exposure to recovery personnel.
If Dm/Io ib multiplied by both the area (in 103 ft 2 ) of a contaminated
target component and the estimated starting exposure rate and then divi-
ded by the number of men per team, an estimate of the exposure per team
member will result. This shcould be of considerable value in the advance
planning of radiologic %l recovery operations.
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TABLE 3. 4

Comparison of the Combined Effects of Effort and Exposure Reduction Criteria

Method and Task Unit Effort*, Ricposure Reduction Unit Man
E Factor, Exposure Index*,

RN2 Dm/Io

sod cutting 2.08 0.39 0.81

Target Complex i II I II I II
Experiments

Tractor Scraping:
Operator 0.57 1.26 0.42 0.35 0.24 0.44
Shovel Man 0.57 1.26 O.6A 0.90 0.36 1.13

Hand Shoveling 2.20 6.0 0.82 o.61 1.80 3.66

*Both E and Dn/Io- have units of man-hr/10i ftt. However, the physical
significance of the ratio m,/10 is better indicated by rets',!1ug all
units, i.e., man-r/103 ft 2 per r/hr initial radiation.

3.5 INFUIENCE OF MACHINE DESIGN

The design features of the eod cutter are suitable for the porc:
for which it was originally intended. However, these features may be
characterized into advantages and disadvantages when used as a land re-
clariation method.

3.5.1 Advantages

1. The small size of the sod cutter provides maneuverability in
confined areas and &round obstructions.

P. The relatively light weight of the sod cutter (in comparison
with heavy equipment) permits its ure in areas of Ihigh -moisture content.
Heuvier' equipment could break throu&. the turf and leave streaks of un-
removed contamination. The sod cuttiln6 machine is also easily trans-
ported between jobs by small vehicles such as pick-up trucks, jeeps, or
even automobiles.
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3. Adjustable blade depth permits the removal of the fallout with
a minimum thickness of base soil. The sod cutter accomplishes this in
moist turf with a minimum amount of damage to the surface. This prevents
spills and redistribution of the unwanted fallout.

4. Convenient location of the throttle and clutch control allows

the operator to adjust the speed quickly to changing surface conditions.

3.5.2 Disadvantages

1. There is no reverse gear to permit backing out of smaj.l or
congested areas. Thus, resuming the cutting interrupted by rocks, roots,
etc. can only be accomplished by turning the machine around.

2. No provisions have been made in the design of the sod cutter
to either roll or push aside the cut sod for easier handling and to
expedite successive cuts. As it is, each freshly cut Ltrip must be
rolled and rezaoved before the next cut can be made.

3. Recontamination by the cutting blade is inherent in the opera-
tion. The cutting blade knifes through the contaminant and turf leaving
a streek of residual con-aminstion wherever a cut is made.

3.6 INFLUENCE OF LAWN CONDITION

3.6.1 Moisture Content

Environmental conditions of moisture content (too wet or dry)
would be a determining factor in the _--:,ulness of this method. One
particular instance was observed during Test 11. The area was too vet
(due to recent rain) during the performance of this test. The unit
effort. expended for the test was 115 uan-iin/10 3 ft 2 . This is approxi-
mately 42 % greater than foi a comparable area (Test 10) reclaimed two
days later under drier conditions. A general cmparison of the results
in Table 3,1 between open areas (Tests 4 through 9) and confined areas
(Tests 10, U and 12) shows that, in the latter case 'Ue residual mass
values tend to r-•n about 50 percent higher than in the former case (in
spite of the increased effort). This lose in reva1 effectiveness was
due to spills caused by breakage of the overly moist sod during handling.
Similar results might be expected when too little moisture encourages
crumbling, and, hence spillage.
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3.6.2 Rocks and Roots

A,, noted previously in Section 3.3, rocks and roots can aloo be
responsible for recontamination due to spills. large rocks (and other
hard objects just under the lawn's surface) cause the cutting blade to
plane up out cf the sod layer. These breaks and skips in the cut u-eate
handling probl.ems during the removal phase and lead to spills. Roots
fron large woody weeds leave holes in the turf, causing still further
spillage during iolling and removal.

3.7 SOUICE OF ERROR

The main source of error lies in the detnx•_natiorns of mass loading.
Initial mass lcading measurements were assumed to be + 5 % of the true
value, sivce they were determined :y direct weighi-g methods.

in the case -& residual mass determinations, the error was consider-
abb. larger. This was caused by a combination of direct and indirect
sources of e.ror. Aq shown in Appendix D, residual mass M is not meas-
•,red in the same way as initia± mass M. but must be estimated from Mo
values and radiaticn read±ir•. Thus,

M = N (R/A)
*0

where h upm M'ter reclamation
I =pr "ore reclfzacion

On the average, irnitial an- residual lovels I and R each reflect thc
+ 15 % e:-ror inherent in the sh.ielded gamma detector tuwed in their
measurement. These errors combine with that noted for Mo, such that the

error in M is apjroxiratelv + 22 %.
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CHAPrER 4

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 CONCiUSIONS

The combined operational performance of sod cutting and removal was
found to be an effective procedure for lawn reclamation under the con-
ditons studied.

Effective removal can best be accomplished by manually rolling the
sod into conveniently sized rolls and loadirg it into carriers for dis-
posal.

Reclamation effectiveness is governed by initial mass loading,
effort expended, and condition of the lawn area.

1. For a given investment of effort, residual mass is a direct
anction cf initial mass loading. That is, residual mass tends to be

smal3er when initial mass loading is small.

2. Lawn conditions adversley affecting sod cutter performance, in
order of decrnasing importance, are: (a) confinement of lawns due to
size, shape ard obstructiors, (b) excessive moisture in the sod layer,
(c) concentration of rocks and/or woody roots near the surface, and (d)
poor grass root systen. and voids in turf.

Compared tc the above factors, the effects of particle size were so
slight as to be considered insignificant.

Using effort as a criteria, accessible lawn areas can be reclaimed
mnre efficiently than confined areas.

Of the three phases comprising the lawn reclFamation procedure, re-
movuiJ is the controlling phase - when considered in terms of effort
re gaired.
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Comparisons with previous lan reclmation tests show the sod
cutting procedure to reqaire less effort than shovelivg but more effort
than tractor scraping.

A recovery crew dose reduction factor, IRN2 , for sod cutting w•s
found to be approximately- O.4, insofar as the radiation contribution
from an isolated lmn area is concerned.

4.2 RBMK=Ar•.oM

It is recoinended that

1. Sod cutters be used in confined areas where other heavy motor-
ized eqpiiment cannot operate efficiently.

2. Feasibility studies be made of some design changea such as:
(a) including a reverse gear in the transmission; (b) providing scu

mearu) for lifting and moving a cut strip of sod a few inches to one
side. The latter would enable the operator to continue the cuttia-g
phase of the operation without first removing each cut strip.

3. In the event that the reclamation program is revived, considera-
tion sb• ,l'd be given to sod cutter experiments on unattended (dry un-
mowed) Jzwns, such as would be encountered in a dry climate -apoti emerg-
ing 4rom shelters two or three weeks after a nuclear attack. Eva3uation
of one of the larger-width (18 in. or 24 in.) cutters for achieving
more economical operational rates should oe included.
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APPFJFIX A

PRELIMINARY ST¶UDIES

To determine the significant parameters for sod-cutter machine per-
formance and reclamation performance, 13 preliminary tests were conducted.
A non-radioactive falluut siicrlant was used in mass levels and particle
size ranges consistent with requirements for the formal tests. Prelimi-
nary ti,3ts were conducted on the same types of areas (described in Sec-
tion 2.0) used for the formal tests.

The objective of the teets was to observe the effects of forward
speed, depth of cut, and moisture content on sod cutter performance, and
to develop a complete proce•,'re for removing the cut sod. Since no
known history of reclamation by sod cutter was available, the design and
execution of these tests developed with day-to-day experience. This
meant using the observation' of one test to adjust and improve the per-
formance for the next test. To reduce the number of tests that could be
accommodaced on the available rest area, a fixed combination of forward
saeed (1 qjih) and depth of cut (1-1/2 in.) was u.timateJy selected.
This combination was then applied to i ne fallout environmental conditions
described ina Table 1.1.

Moisture conten; was determined as follows: The test area was
watered liberally (visually determined as being the amount of water
generally put on home lawns) prior to the test day. Tests were then run
at different periods measured from the tie. , of wa• •ring - namely 24, .8,
72, 96 End 120 hr. It was found that the moistur : content during the
72 to 96-hr period was most suitable, the mois ture retained being just
enough to: (a) hold the sod tceether, (b) minimize the weight of tl. sod
rolls, and (c) provide finn support fore the sod cutter and personnel .n
the test area without breakup of the tui.f. Shorter del ay period: resulted
in sot5¢ 1awns. Lo.1er periods resulted in sod that was too dry aid
c rund 7v.

The theory LAf land re ':.atiuo a., applied to pr\,i'Iou3 recliematiun
procedures also applies to sco removal. 1hat ,is, he fv"'lout mrust be
reumved along with a thin layer of earth. T7e e.'Teetivr ,ýc-: achitved
wIll depend upon the capabiltlv of the' method tc. renmove thK cootam' iated
su''aoe .ol. r 3ri11' and in _v C will r•oheý'"e the efXc-tive-'
.ess.



The development of a mechanized procedure for removing the cut sod
failed. The veight of the skip loader (the lightest piece of motorized
equipment aveilable) could not be supported on the moist surface. The
large wheels made deep depressions in the soft earth, breaking through
the sod surface and packing the soil. These depressions of packed sur-
face seriously hampered the performance of the sod cutter, by preventing
it from making uniform cuts. Therefore a manual removal procedure had
to be developed, and it is described in Section 2.2.1, items 2 through 4.

A.1 RESULTS

Direct visual observations were used almost exclusivel]r in studying
the entire preliminary test phase. Therefore, no quantitative data were
taken. Although no conclusions could be drawn from these studies they
did point out general trends which are summarized as follows:

1. Mass loading and particle size appeared to have no effect on
the removal effort. That is, sod cutting, removal, and hauling requires
the same amount of unit effort (man-min/f- ) regardless of the initial
mass or particle size.

2. Moisture content is one of the major factors in sod cutting and
removal, since it affects the cohesion of the sod. The effectiveness of
the sod cutte:' and of the rolling and handling of the sod is influenced
in the following ways.

a. Too much moisture permits the wheels of the sod cutter to
break through the turf. This causes contamination of the Subsoil. The
rolls fall apart when handled, causing spills ard requiring increased
effort. Also, the front ;:'heel treads become clogged with mud. This
causes a loss in traction and a complete stoppage of forward progress.

b. Too little moisture in the soil may result in hard spots
and these will cause the cutter blade to plane upward, thus causing non-

**k A.* 4. +___ 4- ----------

sz.ills. Rolling and handling become e.ýtrem,'iy difficult if not impos-
sible. Thus, the effort increases while effectiveness decreases.

3. Efficient removal of cult sod with respect to optimum reclamation
!*ffectiveness can. ist be accomplished by manual me-Lhods. This consists
Ln manually rolling the cut sod irto conveniently sized rolls arwi, load-
inri it into a motorized cxrrier for transporting and disposal.
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APPENDIX B

PHYSICAL AN RADIO IGICAL PROPERTIES OF FALIOUT SIMULANT

A sample from each of four batches of simulant (one for each nominal
particle size range) was sieved into several subsizes or fractions.
Each fraction was analyzed to determine certain physical and radiological
properties. The results of these measurements are presented in Tables
B.1 through B.4. Parti.cle size distributions were determined as described
in Section 2.5. Specific activities were measured in the 4 -i ion chamber
(Fig. 2.11).

Ideally the radionuclide tagging process in the production of fall-
out simulant would provide a constant specific activity (pc/g) for all
particles in a nominal size range. However, the tagging process used
consisted of spraying a solution of radioactive LaI onto the surface
of the bulk carrier material. 5 If' uniform cover-age is achieved, the
amount in microcuries (pc) of radioactivity on a particle will be pro-
portional to the surface area. The radioactivity can be relatAd to
volume or mass (for uniform material density) for spherical particles
of diauneter d as follows:

Activity Surface n d 2
- =-- = K (1/d) B.I

Mass Volume B d3/6

where K is a proportionality constant betveen specific activity (pc/g)
antd the reciprocal of the particle diameter (1/d). If this idealized
relationship prevailed in •,ractice, Eq B.1 would be a straight line with

.& A% J % '.Lh A. A., V V.JC CId.wkLe b
However, the above idealized inverse proportionality of activity-mass to

Sparticle diameter is somewhat altered in the actual tagging process be-
cause perticles are non-sph'!ikal or become agglomerated. These alter-
ations of shifts in size distributions are shown in the 3rd and 4th
colhuns (weight analysis) of Tables B.1 through B.4.

4o
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TABLE B.I

Physical and Radiological Properties of Fallout Simulant Batch No. 1
Having a Nominal Particle Size Range of 44 4 to 88 i

Sieve Size Weight Analysis Radioactivity Act.
(U. S. (i) Raw Material Tagged Material Analysis % Mass
Mesh) (%) (%) (%)

150 104 o.6 o.68 U.74  1.1

170 88 3.1 2.02 1.45 0.72
*

200 74 33.0 24.59 18.47 0.75

250 62 25.6 25.56 21.98 0.86

270 53 15.2 20.22 20.00 0.99

325 44 17.7 22.01 26.17 1.19

Pan < 44 5.0 4.71 11.31 2.40

92.38 85.62

Date Batch Mixed - 10/10/63
Specific Activity at Mixing Time - 7.6 4c/g

*Numbers between the lines represent at least 88 " of the material,
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TPXlE B..2

Physical and Radiological Properties of Fallout Simulant Batch No. 2
Having a Nominal Particle Size Range 88 p to 177 p

Sieve Size Weight Analysis Radioactivity %
(U.S. (p) Raw Material Tagged Material Analysis %?Mass
Mesh) (%) (%) (%)

65 208 0.63 3.53 2.066 0.59

80 177 4.56 3.58 2.6 0. 74

100 149 12.83 - 0
*

115 125 32.70 38.9,8 33.47 o.86

1.50 104 29.4o 29.27 30.13 1.03

170 88 12.13 19.53 23.46 1.120

200 74 6.77 4.71 7.53 1. 6D

Pan < 74 1.13 0.21 0.70 3.33

87.78 87.o6

Date Batch Mixed - 10/16/63
Specific Activity at MWxing Time - 11.4 ýLc/g

*Numbers between the lines represent at least 88 S of the material:
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TAB•E B.3

Physical and Radiological Properties of Fallout Simulant Batch No. 3
Having a Ncminal Particle Size Range 177 9 to 350 p

Sieve Size Weight Analysis Radioactivity % Act.
(U.S. (p) Raw Material Tagged Material Analysis Mass

Mesh) (%) %)

35 500 0.03 o.o4 0.063 1.58

4o 42o 0.44 0.22 0.14 0.63

45 354 5.*58 7- 7 7.7 0.72

50 297 24.27 31.05 24.82 0.80

60 250 33.80 38.08 37.03 0.97

80 1.77 31.57 20.22 27.58 1.36

100 149 2.80 0.97 2.6+ 2.72

120 125 u. h , 0.12 0.51 4.25

Pan < 125 0.67 0.09 o.49 5.44

98.69 96.17

Date Batch Mixed 9/18/63
Specific Activity at Mixing Time - 29.37 pc/g

*Numbers between the lines reDresent at least 00 ' or the materlai.
callIed the Control Percentage.
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TAB TZ B.4

Physical and Radiological Properties of Fallout Simulant Batch No. 4
Having a Nominal Particle Sise Range 350 9 to 700 A

Sieve Size Weight Analysis Radioactivity % Act.
(U.S. (p) Raw Material Tagged Material Analysis %7Mass
Mesh) (W) (5) (5)

25 707 0.1 0.01 0.02 2.0

30 595 1.0 0.42 0.30 0.71

Y 500 12.3 9.25 7.58 0.82

4o 420 33.3 27.76 24.60 0.89

45 354 43.6 51.31 51.24 i.00

50 297 9.1 9.98 13.84 1.39

6o 250 0.5 0.70 1.16 i.66

70 210 - n.,7 0.22 3.14

ran < 210 0.2 0.23 1..05 4.57

93.30 97.26

Date Batch Mixed -9/24/t

Specific Activity at Mixing - 12 pc/g

TNumbers Ne:veen the lines represenm; at !east 5Z • of the material,
called the Control Percentage.

4
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Rel,,tive specific activity (% activity/% mass) for the sieve frac-
tions of each batch is given in the last column of Tables B.1 through
B.4. These have been plotted against 1/d (computed from sieve fraction
mid-size) to test the validity of Eq B.1. The resultant curves are
shown in Fig. B.1. A logarithmic plot was used in order to provide
convenient comparison of all four batches.

For the curves to obey Eq B.1, they should all be straight paral-
lel 'ines having a common slope of one. This means that on a linear
plot they would also be straight lines, but each curve would radiate
from the origin at a different (but constant) slope. The curves iL.
Fig. B.1 do not at first appear to satisfy these conditions. Review-
ing Tables B.1 through B.4 it is seen that et least 88 % of the mass
and activity of each sample is ccntained in three or four sieve frac-
tions. These are shown as solid data points in Fig. B.1 and represent
the control percentages.* Straight line curves can be fitted to these
controlling points as shown by the heavy lines. Furthermore they meet
the above conditions dictated by Eq B.1.

*nie •ontrol p-!rcentaget (shown at the bottom of the tables) include
the fractions within the naminal Particle Size Range nd,, in scm
cases, one edditional fraction if it approaches 10 % of the saeple
veight.
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APFI:NDM C

RAW TEST DATA

0 1 RADIATION DATA

Tables C.l.l-C.l.12 present for each test the radiation measure-
ments obtained at the monitoring locations (see Fig. 2.6) on the test
area. The measurements have been background-correct~ed and decay-cor-
rected to the zero time indicated in the upper left-hand portion of
the table. All measurements were taken with the mobile shielded ganma
detector described in Chapter II o:' this report.

C.2 COMPIIATION 0OF BASIC DATA

The sod cutting and removal experiments were timed in detail for
each phase (cutting, removing and hauling) of the operation. Table
C.2 presents the raw data as time in minutes required to complete each
phase of the tests. The total productive time is the summation of the
times expended during each phase. The elapsed time is the recorded
time from the beginnirg to the end of a test and includes non-productive
time. 'Therefore, the latter is the difference between the elapsed time
and -ime total prodactive time.
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TAPLL C.1.1

Corrected Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 1 Particle Size 177-350 1
Date, W/17/63 IrJtial Mass 25.2 g/rt2

Zero Time 9/17/1200 Test Section Size 504 ft 2

Radiation Readings (c/m)

Initial

25478 32189 31843 32083 31509 2W034
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

42565 47537 43670 41857 5097 32720(7) (8) (9) C(•) (11) (12)

33331 39i440 39744 43884 42936 38870
(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 37400 + 6566
Reslduae

898 563 521 516 588 848
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

706 1070 2065 lO28 1652 148o(00 (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

4o1279 501 815 1543 1034
713) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 992 + 452
% Rernovee 967-5 + 1.86

Note: Numbers in parenthesis designt-te moritoring stations.
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TABIZ C.1.2

Corrected Raw Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 2 Particle Size 177-350
Dateo 9/18/63 Initial Mass 51.8 g/ft
Zero Time V/17/1200 Test Section Size 504 ft2

Radiation Readings (c/M)

Initial

85618 97oo6 92118 87589 77113 68487(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
94367 105315 108815 102978 97089 69781

(7) (8) (9) (10) (U) (12)
93997 112213 109200 109566 n14794 134747(13) (14.) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 97830 + 16590
Residual

3110 2205 1215 1352 901 1078(1) (P_) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1419 1479 2269 2524 1661 1607(7) (8) (9) (iO) (1) (12)
1169 2435 1583 1784 1930 1268(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 1723 + 584
% Removed 98.2 + 0.95

Note: Numbers in parenthesis designate moni-toring stations.--
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TABOL C.1.3

Corrected Raw Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 3 Particle Size 177-350
Date, 9/19/63 Initial Mass 92.3 g/ft
Zero Time 9/17/1200 Test Section Size 504 ft2

Radiation Readings (c/m)

Initial

1988&0 187352 200374 175031 188276 184266
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

162261 176612 178436 171261 170270 155920(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
165239 18&39 192999 18640l 187857 158170

(.3) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 179227 + 13300

Residual

3434 3254 2207 1994 3233 2833
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

2207 2755 1888 2512 2(98 4188
(7) (8) (9) (io) (11) (12)

3151 36o8 1923 4507 1301 2207
(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 2739 + 857
%Removed 98.5 + 1.72

Note: Numbers in parenthesis designate monitoring stations.
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TABLE C.i.4

Correcated Raw Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 4 Particle Size 350-700
Date, 9/24/63 Initial Mass 21.6 g/ft
Zero Time 9/24/1200 Test Section Size 504 ft 2

Radiation Readings (c/m)

Initial

42605 47030 45551 46935 47066 33053
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

35049 32993 4.1003 43058 43455 41859
(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

40584 43591 42693 41911 39854 37255
(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average h-1419 + 4400

Residual

653 632 452 593 496 490
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

664 231 56o 402 323 258
(7) (8) (9) (1o) (u) (12)

224 246 624 520 228 168(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 431 + 173
% Removed 98.9 + o.46

Note: Numbers in parenthesis designate monnitoring stationts.



TABLE C.1.5

Corrected Raw Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 5 Particle Size 350-700 1
Date, 9/25/63 Initial Mass 50 S/ft2

Zero Time 9/24/1200 Test Section Size _4 ft 2

Radiation Readings (c/m)

Initial

87616 93946 95570 92637 84206 87581
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

59408 71306 81297 82731 88656 83159
(7) (8) (9) (io) (U) (12)

84626 83425 71217 72994 75583 731.56
(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 81620 + 9400

Residual

806 716 1007 I.49 970 1310
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

2203 861 119) 958 723 938
(7) (8) (9) (1o) (31) (12)

2207 1859 763 9(8 9o6 1202
('3) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 1188 + 511
% Removed 98.3 + o.77

Note: Numbers in prentLhesis desiae monitorig staions.



TABiz c.1.6

Corrected Raw Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 6 Particle Size 350-700 .t
Date, 9/26/63 Inti+il Mass 94 g/ft2

Zero Time 9/24/1200 Test Section Size 504 ft'-

Radiation Readings (c/M)

Ii~itial

139982 137913 133226 131733 93721 126607(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

139335 16L1'58 165415 155936 316746 130540
(7) (8) (9) (10) (U) (12)

143819 132400 121894 122525 108311
(3) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 133076 + 14720

Residual

721 2123 86L 1079 1345 2367
C(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1811 1596 1970 1453 2094 659
(7) (8) (9) (10) (n) (12)

1091 11)6 2127 1386 1768 !41
(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 1499 + 517

% Removed 98.3 : 0.59

SoQte: Nubers ini parfnthesis designate wvdtoriP4 statiocns.



TABLE C.1.7

Corrected Raw Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 7 Particle Size 44-88 p
"Date, 10/9/63 Initial was 23.4 g/ft2
Zero Tim io/8/100 Test Section Size 504 ft 2

Radiation Readings (c/M)

Initial

5086o 69999 72098 &207 65292 45504
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

56355 63444 59842 79439 65390 &800
(7) (8) (9) (10) (12) (12)

46B59 56072 6273 71588 63248 5854C(13) (34) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 62001 + 8785

Residual

3cr. 374 448 623 766 948
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

3995 631 551 435 344 436
(7) (q) (9) (10) (U) (12)

482 453 728 647 432 696(U) O (15) 0;.6) (17) (18)

Average 5t-,) + 185
% Retaoved 99-1 + 0.47

Note: Nubero In rarenthesis de!igrato monitoring etatiowi.



TPBLE c.1.8

Corrected Raw Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 8 Particle Size 44-88 j
Date, 10/10/63 Initial Mass 50 g/ft
Zero Time 10/8/1200 Test Section Size 504 ft 2

Radiation Readings (c/m)

Initial

104831 105322 11110 Io8147 108474 96&52
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

108&49 111812 12143-4 117176 110996 108353(7) (8) ON) (.1o) (11) (12)
94603 0429 112241 10&31 113060 9,%0&

(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 107860 + 7205

Reaidual

897 81 n42 889 u,63 944
() 2) () (4) (5) (6)

1920 t 984 889 595 788(7) (8) (9; (10) (1-1) (12)

415 678 969 66'1 839 924(13) (14) (1-5) (16) (17) (W-0

Average 915 311
% FRtcmwd 9970 0.42

Note: Numbers In rmnthes +is. sltor io5



TABLE C.1.9

t Corrected Raw Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 9 Particle Size 44-88 p
Date, lo/12/63 Initial Mass 109.9 g/ft2
Zero Time 10/8/1200 Test Section Size 504 ft 2

Radiation Readings (c/m)

Initial

274590 320689 290997 300121 316287 271476()(2) (3) (4) ()(6)

287443 307592 320321 321797 322068 260201
(7) (8) (9) (10) (U) (12)

253824 276143 2827,35 288433 281846 245848
(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 390133 + 23710

Residua).

1834 3651 2630 2744 1833 2278
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

2215 2232 5542 6264 3165 2278(7) (8) (9) (lO) (U) (12)

1999 1658 4314 3455 2852 1771
(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 2868 + 1202
% Removed 99.3 + 0.42

Note: Numbers in parenthesis designate i.onitoring stations.
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TABLE C..1O

Corrected Raw Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 10 Particle Size 88-171 pL
Date, 10/16/63 Initial Mass 24 g/ft 2

Zero Time 10/15/1200 Test Section Size 504 ft 2

Radiation Readings (c/m)

Initial

58599 63629 61769 68951 65812 61605
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

66292 688o6 69655 65994 64222 5028(7) (8) 9' N(1O) (11) (12)
60596 54736 60663 54"'o5 N.D.

(13) (14) ('5) (16) (17) (18)

Average 59797 -4, 5617

Residual

N.D. 2 1013 661 1422 517
01) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1029 1461 845 879 695 763(7) (8) (9) 0.0.) (11) (12)

446 763 1645 1705 938 N.D.
(13) (L4) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 1002 + 388
% Removed 98.3 + 1.02

Note: Wmb..r- in-r---nithesis desagnate monitoring stations.
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TABLE C..11

Corrected Raw Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 11 Particle Size 88-177 2
Date, 10/17/63 Initial Mnss 60.9 g/ft2

Zero Time 10/15/1200 Test Section Size 504 ft 2

Radiation Readings (c/m)

Initial

170618 187336 179813 ].76831 183546 i.630ý3(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

170238 20271. 180269 175282 180538 166146(7) 8)(9) (10)(i)()

149621 162060 168524 170075 loo229 1.58968
(13) (14) (15) (16) (171 (18)

Average 172913 + 12030

Residual

1575 2363 2331 1264 1929 2054
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1442 1521 2115 1958 1527 1676
(7) (8) (9) (%o) (i) (12)

1631 :i482 2o54 15A1 1814 2317
(13) (14) (15) (1.) (17) (3.8)

Average 1813 + 339
% Removed 98.5 + O.,92

Note: Numbers •'n parenthesis designate monitoring stations.
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TABLE C.1.12

Corrected Raw Data for Sod Cutting and Removal

Test No. 12 Particle Size 88-177 P2
Date, 10/28/63 Initial Mass 98.5 g/ft
Zero Time 10/15/1200 Test Section Size 504 ft 2

Radiation Readings (c/m)

Initial

206707 244683 235855 245251 260o)8 168518

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

160617 168o86 184589 169815 N.D. 157477
(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

124205 21382-4 236378 250953 257234 228299(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (s

Average 206676 + 42420

Residual

2736 3461 2931 2305 3180 3521

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

1889 1381 2149 2345 N.D. 2590(7) (8) (9) (10) (U) (12)

2821 7998 6184 8186 5139 2718(13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)

Average 3610 + 2037
p Reoved 98.7 + 1.37

Note: N~izbers in parenthesis de6ignate monitoring stations.
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TABLE C.2

Time and Motion Data

Text No. of No. of Time (minutes)
No. Strips Pay-Loader Cutting Removing Hauling Total Elapsed Non-

Trips (1 man) (I man) (i man) Produictive Productive

177-350 p Particle Size Range

1 16 3 7.32 16.35 11.7 35.37 4o.o 4.63
2 15 4 6.02 9.67 11.8 27.49 30.0 2.51
3 17 4 6.52 10.33 13.9 30.75 35.0 4.25
Aw-. 16 3.67 6.62 12.12 12.47 31.20 35.0 3.80

350-700 4 Particle Size Range

4 15 4 6.03 10.70 13.9 30.63 36.0 5.37
5 16 4 6.52 12.12 13.9 32.54 37.0 4.h6
6 16 4 6.98 12.63 13.2 32.81 41.o 8.19
Avg. 15.67 4 6.51 11.82 13.67 32.0 38.0 6.00

44-88 A Particle Size Range

7 16 4 6.42 9.66 12.5 28.58 36.0 -.42
8 16 4 7.22 )0.47 12.7 30.39 33.0 2.ri
9 16 4 6,32 11 97 11.2 29.49 37.0 -. 51
Avg. 16 4 t. t5 10.'70 12.13 29.49 35.3 5.85

81-17' w Particle Size Range

10 42 5 8.40 14.28w 13.40 36.08 54.0 17.42
11 22 4 . 21.05- 10.25 38.17 51.0 12.83
12 4' 113.13 24.6* ic-.10 48.23 52.0 3.
Avg. 36-. an u.:' 4.dto 19. Va, 11,25 40 -rj3 52.3 1151as

W ntests lO-IP an auditio•nal mw,, vas us•d:l m~oval phase.
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APPENDIf D

CONVERSION OF RADIATION EASURDENTS TO CORRECTED ZERO-TIE COUNTS
AND MASS UNITS

D.1 ZERO-TIME COLJVT CONVWSION

Because the amount of radiation from tracers such as La140 varies
with time, it is customary to normalize radiation measurements to a

common reference or zero-time. For these tests zero time was usually
taken as 1200 hrs on the day the sinmlant was produced. For a given
week of testing, the survey data were converted to zero-time as follows:

Starting with an average raw count X, the corrected zero-time count
Xc may be cerivea rrom the following expression:

I (Std. Factor) - (.Nat. Bkgd)(Crc~.AL •
c Decay Factor

The standard factor compensates for fluctuations in instrument re-sponse by adjusting all raw counts (X'Is") with respect to a standard Co60

source. The standard factor is computed from the ratio of readings taken
from this source. Thus,

Std. Factor - 18,9000 Clln

Avg Co reading

where 18,000 is an arbitrary reference value approximately equal to the
expected daily average standard count. The denominator is the average

of standard counts taken before and after the survey values comprising
Xare obtaint.d,

The decay factor simply corrects for the known decay characteristics

of thc La40 tracer. The decay factor is based on the 40.2-hr half-life
and is celculated over the time interval extending from the selected
zero-time to the mid-time of a given test run.
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The background count is made up of two values. The first is the
natural background which is the calibrated response of the instrument.
Natural backgrou" Im r constant value of 22 clm (for the instrument
used and described in bection 2.7). The second is the artificial calcu-
lated background caused by residual contamination from previous tests.
It tends to increase during a series of tests. All averages of raw
background counts must be adjusted for instrument response, radioactive
decay and natural background in the same way as X values. "eis converts
these average readings to the corrected artifical background value shown
in the above expression for Xe.

D.2 RADIACON TO MASS UNIT OOIVMION

Since land reclamation data is interpreted in terms of mass loading,
it vat necessary to convert the above, corrected radiation counts into
mos units of grams per sqaare foot. Initial mass loading values M0
vere obtained directly by weighing the sinilant dispersed over known
areas. Obviously this was not possible for procuring residual mass
loadings after reclamation.

The residual mass (g/ft ) was determined as foLlows. Starting with
the corrected initial zero-time count I and the corrected residual zero-
time R, the residual mass M was derived from the expression:

This, of course, assumes that the ratio of mass loading to radiation
intensity is a constant for a given batch of simulant. The ratio Ro/a
provides the esti.-te of this constant.
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APPENDIX E

OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS Of RYAN SOD CUTTER, JR.

The information listed below was obtained from the manufacturer's
information brochures describing the Ryan Sod Cutter, Jr.

Cutter Model - Ryan, Jr. (JR 3)
Manufacturer - Landscaping Equipment Company

Division of K and N Machine Works, Inc.
871 Edgerton Street
St. Paul 1, Minnesota

Engine - Gasoline, 5-1/2 h.p., 4-cycle, Briggs & Stratton
Cutting Speed - up to 100 ft/min
Cutter Blade - 12 in. wide
Thickness of cut - Adjustable depth 1/4-2-1/4 in.
Controls - Engine clutch and throttle located on handle
Gears - One forward speed plus neutral
Drive Wheels - Two 4-1/2 x 8 -in. solid rdbber "knobby" tread tires
Weight - 245 lb
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